DISCLAIMER

1.

Contents of the provider`s online web sites
The author does not assume any guarantee for the topicality, correctness, completeness or quality of the information made
available. Liability claims against the author, concerning damage of idealistic or material kind, which was caused by the use or not
use of the presented information and/or by the use of incorrect and incomplete information, are in principle impossible, so far as a
deliberate or roughly negligent fault can not be proven on the part of the author.
All web sites are not binding and non-committal. The author expressly reserves itself the right to change, supplement or delete
parts of the pages or the entirety of the web sites. Furthermore, the author has the right to occasionally or finally stop the
publication without prior announcement.

2.

References and links
For direct or indirect references to outside Internet sites ("links"), which are not within the author`s area of responsibility, a liability
obligation would come into force exclusively in the case, when the author has knowledge about the contents and it is technically
possible and reasonable to prevent the use of illegal contents. The author hereby expressly states that at the time which the links
were set up there was no illegal content found at the linked sites. The author does not have any influence on the current and future
composition, content or authorship of the linked pages. Therefore, the author dissociates itself hereby expressly from all contents
of all linked/referenced pages, which were changed after the link had been set. This statement applies to all links and references,
set within its own Internet pages as well as foreign entries found in guest books, forums and mailing lists installed by the author.
For illegal, incorrect or incomplete contents and especially for damage, which arises from the use or not use of such kind of
presented information, they who own the web page is responsible, and not those who have referred the web page via a link.

3.

Copyright, brands and trademarks
The author will make every endeavor to consider in all publications, either the copyrights of such used illustrations, sounds, video
sequences and texts, or to use illustrations, sounds, video sequences produced by himself, or even use illustrations, sounds, video
sequences and texts free from licensing.
All brands and trademarks mentioned within these Internet pages, which may be registered and protected by third parties are
unrestricted subject to the regulations of the respective valid laws and to the rights of the registered owners. However, if a brand or
trademark is not entirely visible, one should not assume that the brand names are not protected by rights of third parties!
The copyright for published objects, produced by the author himself, remains entirely with the author of those pages. Duplication
or use of such illustrations, sounds, video sequences and texts in other electronic or printed publications without the strict
agreement from the author is not permitted.
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4.

Data protection
When you visit our web pages, our web servers always temporarily save for security purposes the connection data of the computer
connecting to our site, a list of the web pages that you visit within our site, the date and duration of your visit, the identification
data of the type of browser and operation system used as well as the website through which you were linked to our site. Additional
personal information such as your name, address, telephone number or email address is not collected, unless you provide this data
voluntarily, e.g. as part of a registration, survey, competition, fulfillment of contract or when requesting information.
We use the personal data which you have made available to us exclusively for the technical administration of our web pages and to
fulfill your wishes and requests – thus, primarily for fulfillment of a contract concluded with you or to answer your request. Only
when you have previously granted your approval or - if so stipulated by legal regulations - have not raised an objection do we also
use this data for product-related surveys and marketing purposes.
ABRAMS Industries does not share, sell, transfer or otherwise disseminate your personal data to third parties, unless this is
required for the purpose of the contract or unless you have given express consent to do so. For instance, it may be necessary to
pass on your address and order data to our contractors when you order products

5.

Legal force of this non-liability statement
This non-liability statement is to be regarded as part of the internet offer, from which this page is referred. If parts or individual
formulations of this text should not, no longer or not completely correspond to the valid legal situation the contents of those parts
which remain in the document are still valid and in effect.
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